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The Tennadyne T5
HF Log-Periodic Antenna

BY PHIL SALAS' , AD5X

Table 1- Characteristics of the six high-frequency, legal-limit log periodics offered by Tennadyne.

A Close-up view of the Tennadyne T5 HFlogperiodic antenna on top of the author's Create CR18
roof tower.

T5 T6 T7 T8 no n2
Elements 5 6 7 8 10 12
Gain (dBd) 4.5 5.0 5 6 5.• 6 1 6.3
FIB Ratio (dB) 14-24 14-24 14-24 15-24 15-25 15-24
Boom l ength 12 II. 12 fl. 18 fl. 18 fl. 24 fl. 30'.
Max. SWA 2.1 I." 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5
Weight (Ibs.) 26 29 37 40 50 61
Wind Area 5.1 6.1 7 • 10 12
Price (ppd.) $335 S365 0470 $510 S630 $no

straightforward and goes fai rly fast. The first
task is to properly arrange tne booms. Four 2
inch diameter 6 foot 100£1 tubes are used for the
12 foot long double boom (this allows for very
rigid boom construction without a support
truss). A boom splice is inserted into two 01 the
tubes. To secure the boom splice, two 1/8 inch
holes must be drilled through the booms into
the boom splices and secured with stainless
steel screws. The boom splices are not secured
to the remaining two boom pieces until near the
end of the assembly.

Next the elements are assembled. All tubes
are premeasured and drilled, so you just need
to put in the stainless-steet screws that hold
each of the tubing sections together. The ele-

Putting It Together
While the number 01 parts seems to be over
whelming at first , the actual assembly is pretty

The reason why there are so many tubes is that
Tennadyne tapers their antenna elements
down to 1/4 inch diameter. The last 48 inches
of every element is 1/4 inch tubing. The multi
ple short tubing sections permit tapering with
out sagging and keep the wind load and weight
down. Also, the elements tend to be springy
and give with the wind, also helping to keep the
wind load down. The aluminum tubes are 6061
T6 unpolished tubes. All hardware is stainless
steel, and all the nuts are self-locking ny-lcks.

The Log-Periodic Antenna
There is no need lor me to go into detail on the
theory 01 log-periodic antennas. II you are inter
ested, quite a bit of inlormation is available in
the ARRL Antenna Manual and many other
publications. SufffiCe nio say, lPs are essen
tially broadband directive arrays mat give effec
tively constant SWA, gain , and froot-to-back
ratio over the designed frequency range. log
periodic antennas also tend to be extremely
efficient (close to 100%), because no traps or
other finite-O reactive components are used in
the antennas.

The Tennadyne LPs
Tennadyne offers six different HF legal-limIt
lPs to suit any installation. All the Tennadyne
lPs use full-size elements (longest element is
38 feet) . Table I gives the characteristics of the
different models.

In my case, I was looking for an eruenna that
could easily be mounted on the mast of my
Create 6 foot roof tower. As can be seen from
the table , the smallest antenna sold by renne
dyne is their T5 . This antenna appeared to be
small enough and lighl enough to be easily han
dled by one person (me). All that I seemed to
be giving up over the longer boom models was
SWA and a little bit of gain (0 .5-1.8 dB). The
TS antenna seemed to fit my needs perfectly.
A phone call and five days of waiting resulted
in the T5 being delivered to my door. With
Texas tax and COO charges added, my total
delivered price was $362.

The T5 arrived in a 5.5" x 5.5" x 6' carton.
There were quite a few parts in this box. The
T5 consists of 56 separate aluminum tubes,
plus two spacers, a boom insulator, six u-ecns.
and lots of screws, nuts, bolts, and washers.

· 15 17 Creekside Drive, Richardson, TX 75081

The longer one is involved in this amateur
radio hobby, the more obsessed one
lends to become concerning effective HF

antennas. How many of us started with a dipole
on one band, moved to a multi-band trapped
vertical . and finally wound up with a !riband
beam? And. unfortunately. it generally lakes
some combinatiorl of all three or more to enable
us to cover all the HF amateur bands. As an
example. covering all of the bands from 20
through 10 meters with a single directional
antenna is generally difficult due to the electri
cal lengthening of lowerlrequency elements by
the inductors within the traps . combined with
lhe close separation of the 17 and 12 meter
bands with the 20, 15. and 10 meter bands.
One way around this is with a log-periodic
antenna. Enter Tennadyne with their series of
low-cost. high-perlonnance HF log periodics.
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28.5
1.2

24 .93
1.7

21 .2
2.0

18.11
1.1

14.2
2.0

Freq. (MHZ)
SWR

Testing" " " Testing" " " 1-2-3
Once the T5 was up,l connected my MFJ-259
SWA Analyzer to the coax at the base of the
roof tower and measured the following charac
teristics:

This is pretty close to the 2.1 SWA "nominal
maximum" promised by Tennadyne on the T5
data sheet. Depending on the type and length
ofyourcoaxcable,the $WR in your shack prob
ably will be a little lower due to cable loss. I per
sonally prefer to use 9913 coax. It has half the
loss of RG-2 13, is lighter, is easier to solder
connectors to, and only costs a nickel or so a
foot more than RG-213 (wittl some careful look·
ing through the CO ads). In my installation I
have about 100 feet of 99 13, which is essen
tially jossiess below 10 meters. In all cases I
could obtain full output with bolh an FT-990 and
le -70G without the need for an antenna tuner.

For those perfectionists who demand a per
feet match at ttleir transmitter, these SWRs are
easily within the matching range of the intemal
tuners built into most rigs today. However, if
your transmitter puts out full power without the
tuner, there is no need to use the tuner. The
SWR varied over the total frequency range as
shown in Table II. The maximum $ WR never
exceeded 2.1:1.

Next I measured the front-to-back and front
to-side ratios with the help of K5HW, whose sta
tion is about 112 mile from mine. While K5HW
transmitted a 5 watt carrier,l rotated me T5 and
look S-meter read ings. These obviously are far
from precision readings, as they were taken on
a standard S-meter (FT-99O). I have no idea
how accurate and ~rtthmicallylinear" the S
meter is, nor do I know how well the s -rneter
accuracy tracks from band to band. I also "eye-

menta are then inserted into the appropriate
boom sections and fastened in place. All Ten·
nadyne booms are drilled such that the ele·
ments slide through holes in the booms and are
then bolted in place with a stainless-steel bolt
which passes through the element and one side
of the boom. No clamps or rivets are used.

Next the booms are placed on top of each
other, separated by the boom spacers, and
secured in place with bolls into the boom spac
ers. Finally holes are drilled in the remaining
two boom sections through the boom splices to
securely fasten the boom sections together.
The only thing remaining is to attach the mast
mount, attach your coax feed with a coiled coax
balun, and then put up the antenna .

In my cese.t modified the instructions some
what, as I wanted to attach the elements after
I carried the boom up onto my roof . I first assem
bled the elements minus the first, or largest.
section of each element. I inserted only the first
section of each element into the double boom.
This made for a very compact boom assembly
which wa s easy to carry up to my roof. Once on
the roof , I moved the boom assembly near the
base of the roof tower and completed the
assembly of the elements to the boom. With a
weight of only 26 pounds, I was able to easily
lift the completed antenna and attach it to the
mast on the roof tower. With the help of
KBSVOD, I was able to easily slide the T5 up
to its final height on the mast (total height above
ground of 35 feel) and secure it in place. All in
all, I spent about four hours assembling the T5.
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Table 11- SWR varied over the total frequency range as shown here. The maximum SWR never
exceeded 2.1:1.

Here is the TS out of the box prior to actual assembly, whiCh was pretty straightforward and went
fairly quickly.

Min
28.3

1.1

Ma,
27.1

1.7

Max Min
25.0 26.17

1.7 1.6

Min
22.66

1.1

Ma'
19.8

2.1

Conclusion
I've spent many hours actually USing the T5. I
am extremely pleased with Ihe antenna. II
works at least as well as a commerciallriband
three-element beam and a 17/12 meter rotat
able trap dipole I previously had in the same
location. Plus, I also now have an antenna with
gain and FIB on 17 and 12 meters-and all with
a single coax feed! Of course, this is highly sub
jective and involves operation at diNerent limes
with different sta tions.

Finally, the T5 is muCh less obtrusive than a
trapped Vagi due to the smaller diameter ele
ments of the T5 (no need for large elements to
support traps). And even though the rear ele
ment is much longer than a triband beam (38
leet versus 26 feet) , the front element is mUCh
shorter. The T5 looks mo re like an oversized
TV antenna than anything else. The first thing
my XYl (N5Upn said when She saw the T5 on
the roof was "That's a definite improvementt"

The TS antenna is available from Tennadyna
Corporation, HeR 81 , Box 347A Junction, TX
76849 (915-446-4510 TeVFax). •

instructions for my TS showed a shorting ele
ment al the rear of the lP. However, no snort
ing stub was provided, and it was not covered
in thewrillen instruction steps. Tennadyne says
this shorting stub is not really necessary on the
T5, but they will be providing it in the future.
This just caused a lillie confusion on my part. I
did make a shorting stub per verbal instructions
from Tennadyne.

Min
18.14

1.1

12m 10m
17 15
33 35

M..
16.13

2.1

Min
14.99

1.1

17m 15m
12 14
27 32

20m,.
20

Max·
Freq (MHz) 14.0
SWA 2.1

'T51ower bandwidftr end. SWR incroases continuoosJy b6IfoW 14 MHz_

FIB (dB)
FIS (dB)

I couldn't really measure gain, as I would
need a reference dipole on eacn band. How
ever, Tennadyne has their own antenna range
complete with reference dipoles, and I have no
reason to disbelieve their 4.5 dBd numbers.

Improvements
I have a few minor criticisms of the T5. First, I
believe that Tennadyne should drill the holes
necessary to couple the boom sections togeth
er. This wasn't that big a deal; however, all the
other holes were drilled. Second, the boom
holes for the elements are pretty much a fric 
lion fit. I had to usea round file to slightly enlarge
two of the holes on one boom section before I
could insert the associated two elements.
Again not a big deal, as this only took me a
minute or so (the holes were almost big
enough). Finally, one of the illustrations in the

bal1ed"the S-meterto try to interpolate between
marks on the meter.

Finally, while I can see K5HWs antenna di
rectly from my antenna, there is a significant
amount of ground clutter (such as houses.
power lines, etc.) all around us, which also can
cause incorrect readings due 10 reflections.
You really need a decent antenna range and a
calibrated receiver to measure these parame
ters accurately.As you can see, though, the T5
certainly does act like a directional antenna!

DONATE YOUR
RADIO

THE RADIO CLUB OF
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 22

P.O. Box 1052
New York, NY 10002

~Ut9~t6

~~SUfU 19¥0

Turn your excess Ham
Radios and related items
into a tax break for you

and learning tool for
kids,

Donate your radio or related
gear to an IRS approved

501 (c)(3) charity. Get the tax
credit and help a worthy cause.

&mJpmenl picked lip
mJ,Ywlzere or slz i/lPillg

arranged, Radios you can
write off - kids you can ' t.

CIRCl.E 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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